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Ash Hoque and Yogesh Khandokar, ASBMB–FAOBMB YSP Travel Fellowship awardees, 
report on the FAOBMB Young Scientist Program and Congress held in Hyderabad, India.

Young Scientist Program in 
Hyderabad, the City of Pearls

It was a huge honour for each of us to receive an ASBMB–
FAOBMB YSP Travel Fellowship to attend the Young 
Scientist Program (YSP) (24–26 November 2015) and 
the 14th FAOBMB Congress (27–30 November 2015) in 
Hyderabad, India. The YSP was hosted by the Centre for 
Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB) in Hyderabad. 
The YSP event initiated collaborative networks among 
the 27 young scientists from the Asia and Oceania 
region with the two-day scientific program on 24 and 25 
November. A half-day tour to the LaCONES (Laboratory 
for the Conservation of Endangered Species) laboratories 
and CCMB Foundation Day celebrations followed on 26 
November.

The organising committee led by Dr A.S. Sreedhar of 
CCMB put up a wonderful program and arranged warm 
hospitality for all the YSP participants. This commenced 
with the welcome at the airport (even late at night), 
continued with very good food and a hassle-free stay at 
the NGRI and CCMB guest houses, until we were safely 
dropped off at the airport for our homeward flights. We 
had two days of exciting oral presentations from the 
participants, with poster sessions during lunch break, 
where we got the chance to learn about each of the projects 
in detail. The oral sessions were chaired by Professor Sheila 
Nathan (FAOBMB Fellowships Chair). We were very 
pleased to have exciting invited lectures from Dr Jyotsna 
Dhawan of DBT-iStem who talked about quiescent state 
of adult stem cells, Professor Soumyadipta Pyne of Indian 
Institute of Public Health who discussed modelling of 
high-resolution and high-throughput data even at single-
cell level and Dr J. Gowrishankar of the Centre for DNA 
Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (CDFD, Hyderabad) on 
central dogma and Darwinian evolution. We appreciated 
CCMB as the optimal venue for hosting the YSP. Indeed, it 
was so exciting to see under one roof at the CCMB all sort 
of cutting-edge facilities (high resolution microscopy, high 
throughput mass spectrometry, animal house facilities 
and excellent lab facilities). It was especially interesting to 
learn that all the CCMB students have unlimited access to 
all these resources.

Despite the packed schedule we managed to go for 
sightseeing outings on the first evening. We watched the 
sound and light show of Golconda Fort in Hyderabad and 
we were thrilled to learn about the history. We also had a 
wonderful river cruise at Hussain Sagar Lake followed by 
a great dinner on the boat. Our visit to LaCONES on the 
third day was another important part of YSP. We were 
really excited to learn about the LaCONES laboratories 
where scientists are working for ‘Conservation 
Biotechnology’ that has provided insights on propagation 
of endemic endangered animals, storage of gametes and 
successful reintroduction of wild animals. The CCMB 
Foundation Day celebrations followed in the afternoon, 
with several speeches and lectures after which we had a 
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Professor Sheila Nathan (left) chairing a YSP session with 
Dr A.S. Sreedhar (centre) and Dr Ch. Mohan Rao (right).

Assembled YSP participants and Faculty at CCMB, Hyderabad. 
Ash Hoque and Yogesh Khandokar are in the front row, 5th and 
7th from right; respectively. Other notables in the front row are, 
from left: 2nd, Dr K. Thangaraj (Congress Convenor, CCMB); 
3rd, Dr A.S. Sreedhar (YSP Convener); 6th, Professor Sheila 
Nathan (Chair of FAOBMB Fellowships Committee); 7th, Dr 

Ch. Mohan Rao (Director, CCMB and Congress Chair).

great roof-top dinner at CCMB Terrace with more than 
1,000 guests.

The YSP was very interactive and somewhat 
overwhelming after three days. Once we managed to 
learn the names of each of the other YSP participants, we 
had great discussions about our scientific research, career 
goals and pathways, and possible future collaborations. 
On the morning of 27 November, we headed to BITS 
Pilani, Hyderabad, to attend the 14th FAOBMB Congress. 
YSP participants stayed together at the Leonia Resorts 
during the Congress. We enjoyed the Congress, where we 
presented our work in posters; two of the YSP participants 
Dr Urmi Dhagat and Dr Victor Anggono (recipients of the 
2015 FAOBMB Young Scientist Awards), presented orally 
in the Congress. We cannot forget the great food we had 
for the whole week. We had a great time overall and we 
considered the YSP and the 14th FAOBMB Congress to 
be a big success. We feel very proud to have been a part 
of these exciting events. We thank ASBMB and FAOBMB, 

together with the YSP organisers, for the opportunity to 
travel to India for the YSP and the Congress.
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